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..(b.sirr~cr-IEEE 802.1 I MAC protocol has been the standard for  
\\ ' ircless IANs. and also adopted in many network simulation 
packages for wireless multi-hop ad hoc networks. However, it i s  
wel l  hnowi that. as the traffic goes up. the performance of IEEE 
Xl12.I I hIAC drops dramatically in te rms o f  delay and 
throughpiit. especially when the station approaches i ts  saturation 
$tat? To explore the inherent problems in this protocol, i t  i s  
imp(iit;int to characterize the probability distribution o f  the 
pxke t  service time at the MAC layer. I n  this paper. by modeling 
the erlmncntial backoff process as a Markov chain, we can w e  
the signal transfer function of the generalized state transition 
diitgram to derive the probability distribution of the M A C  layer 
setnice time. We then present the discrete probability 
ilisti-ibutioii for M.4C layer packet service time, which i s  shown 
tu arrur:itel? matcl1 the simulation data from network 
simulations. Finally, based on the probability model for the 
XlAC layer service time. we are able to analyze a few 
performance metria o f  the wireless LAN and give better 
e\pIanation to the performance degradation in delay and 
tliroughput at mrious traffic load. 
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I. 1NTIIC)DUCIION 

The Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Avoidance (CSMAICA) protocol. i.e.. IEEE 802.1 I M A C  
Iprotocol. l ias been proposed as tlie standard protocol for 
wi-eless local area networks (LANs). which is also widely 
iinpleiiicnted in wireless testbeds and simulation packages for 
w i re less  multi-hop ad hoc inetworks. 

Kowevcr. there are inany problems encountered in the 
upper protocol layers in IEEE 802.1 I wireless networks. The 
packet delay greatly inct-eases when there are serious collisions 
due to the heavy tral'fic. Packets inay be dropped either by the 
huffer overtlow or by the M A C  layer contentions. Such packet 
losses may affect high layer networking schemes such as the 
TCP window adaptation and networking routing maintenance. 
The routing siiiiulations [ I ]  [2] over ad hoc networks indicate 
tliai iietwork capacity is  poorly utilized in terms of throughput 
and packet delay when tlie 802.1 I M A C  protocol is integrated 
with routing algorithms. TCP in the wireless ad hoc networks 
is iinsrable and Iias poor throughput due to TCP's inability to 
iecognize the difference between the link failure and t l ie 
congestion. Besides. one TCP connection from one-hop 
iieighbors wil l capture the entire bandwidth. leading to the one- 
liop unlhirness problem [;] 141. 

I 'er tk i ia i~ce analysis of the IEEE 802.1 I M A C  protocol 
could help 10 discover the inherent cause ofthe above problems 

and suggest possible solutions. Many papers on this topic have 
been published. Cali [ 5 ]  derived the protocol capacity of IEEE 
802.1 I M A C  protocol and presented an adaptive backoff 
nieclianisin instead o f  the exponential backoff mechanism. 
Bianchi [6] proposed a Markov chain inodel for tlie binary 
exponential backoff procedure to analyze and compute the 
IEEE 802.1 I DCF saturated throughput. The performance 
evaluation in [6] assumes the saturated scenario where all 
stations always have data to transmit. Based upon Bianchi's 
model. Foh and Zuckerman presented the delay performance of 
S02.1 I M A C  in [7]. However. to the authors' knowledge. 
there i s  no study on the queue dynamics o f  the IEEE 802.1 I 
wireless LANs. 

In this paper. we first characterize the probability 
distribution of t l ie M A C  layer packet service time (i.e., the time 
interval between the time instant a packet starts for 
transniissioii and the time instant that the packet either is 
acknowledged for correct reception by the intended receiver or 
i s  dropped). Based on the probability distribution model o f  the 
M A C  layer packet service time. we then study the queueing 
performance o f  the wireless LANs based on the X02.1 I 
vrotocois. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Distrihzired Coordinirrion Fiindion lDCF} 
Before we present our analysis for 802.1 I MAC, we first 

briefly describe the main procedures in tlie DCF of 802.1 I 
M A C  protocol. In  the DCF protocol, a station shall ensure that 
the medium i s  idle before attempting to transmit. It selects a 
random backoff interval less than the current contention 
window (CW) based on the uniform distribution. and then 
decreases the backoff timer by one at each slot when the 
inedium i s  idle (may wait for DlFS followed a successful 
ti-ansinission). If the medium is  determined to he busy, the 
station defers until the end o f  the current ti-ansmission. 
'Transmission shall coniineiice wlieiievtr the backoff timer 
reaches zero. Whet1 there are conflicts during the transmission 
or when the transmission Sails, the station invokes the backon' 
procedure. To begin the backoff procedure, the contention 
window size CW, which takes an initial value o f  Cwinin. 
doubles its value before it reaches a maxinium upper l imit 
CWmax, and remains the value CWinax when it is reached 
until it i s  reset. Then. the station sets i ts backoff timer to a 
random number iiniforinly distributed over the interval [O. CW) 
and attempts to retransmit when the backoff timer i s  decreased 
to zero again. If the maxiinuin ti-ansmission failure l imit i s  
reached, the retransmission shall cease, and tlie packet shall he 
discarded [ I O ] .  
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E. The iblurkov chiiir? iiimId/br (he erpoireisial huckoff 
c ru i i s r i i i ss i~~ ;~  procediire 
Bianclii [GI presented a two-dimensional Markov chain 

inodcl for the backoff mechanism for 802.1 1 M A C  DCF. By 
deriving the steady state probability o f  the Markov chain. l ie 
carried out an accurate analysis for the throughput at the 
saturated state. In this paper. we wi l l  extend this inodel and 
cliaracterize the probability distribution o f  the M A C  layer 
packet service time (or M A C  layer service time for shost). 

'1'0 inodel the backoff mechanism as a Markov chain, there 
is a key approximatioil in tlie model when the network enters 
the steady state. At each traiismissioii attempt, regardless of 
the number o f  retransmissions occurred. we assume that each 
packet collides with constant and independent probability pc. 
This assomption is reasonable in steady state since [ic mainly 
depends on the overall network traffic. 

111. Ti i t i  P R O m m i ' r Y  DIS~II(IR~IIIONOFTHI: MAC LAYER 
SEtlVlCF TIMI: 

..I. M,4C Liiyer Service T i m  
As described in section II. there are three basic processes 

when the M A C  layer transmits a packet: the decrement 
process ofthe bachoff timer. the successful packet transmission 
psocess that takes a rime period o f  T,,,, and the collision process 
for the packet transmission that takes a time period of T,,,;. 
Herr. T,,,, is the average time tlie medium is sensed busy 
because o f  a successful transmission. and T,,,, is the average 
t i i i ie  the inediitm is sensed busy by each station due to 
collisions. 

l h e  MAC layer service time is the time interval from the 
time instant that a packet becomes the head of the queue and 
i-eady to transmit to the tiine instant that either the packet is 
acknowledged for a successfill ti-atismission or the packet is 
di-upped. This rime is important when we examine the 
performance in the high layer. Apparently. the distribution of 
the M A C  layer service lime is a discrete probability 
distributioii because the siiiallest time unit o f  the backoff timer 
is a time slot. T,,,, and T,.,,, depend on the traiisinission rate, the 
lenxth of the pac.ket and overhead, and the specific 
transmission scheme (the basic access DATAIACK scheme or 
the RISICTS scheme) [ 6 ] .  

To obiain the distribution 01 the MAC layer service time 
d~liioted by random variable T,, we apply the generalized state 
transitiuti diagram. u.he1-e we mark the transition time on each 
hi-anch along with the ti-ansition probability in the state 
transition diagram (the Markov chain). The transition time, 
wliicli is the duration for the state transition to take place, is 
expressed as an exponent o f  Z variable in each branch. Thus, 
the probability generating function o f  total transition time can 
be obtained from the signal transfer function of the generalized 
state transition diagram using the well-known Mason formula 
PI. 

B. 
L e t  us first consider the decrement process o f  backoff timer 

brcause the successlid transmission urocess and collision 

Drcwinenl Process of Backqfj Tinier 

process are simply determined by the value of I$,,, and T,,,, 
respectively. In the backoff process, if the medium is idle, the 
backoff timer wi l l  decrease by one for every idle slot detected. 
When detecting an ongoing successful transmission. the 
backoff timer wi l l  be suspended and defer a time period of  T,,,L. 
while if there are collisions among the nodes, the deferring 
time wi l l  be Tee,,. 

As mentioned in section II .  pc  i s  the probability o f  a 
collision seen by a packet being transmitted on the medium. 
Assuming that there are n stations in the wireless LAN we ai-e 
considering. we observe that pc is also the probability that there 
is at least one packet transmission in the medium among other 
(n-I) stations in the interference range of the station under 
consideration. This yields 

( 1 )  
p, = l - [ l - ( l - p o ) r ) l ' - '  

where po is the probability that there are no packets ready to 
transmit at the MAC layer in the wireless station under 
consideration, and T is the packet transmission probability that 
the station transmits in a randomly chosen slot time given that 
the station has packets to transmit at the M A C  layer. Let W be 
the iiiinimum value of contention window size. Since the 
contention window is reset after the maximum a times o f  
retransmissions as defined in the protocols [ I O ] >  following 
similar procedure used in [6] and [9], we can obtain 

.(a 
2(1- p,"" ) .a>m i I -~~ : "+p~~~~~ , ' (2p ' ) ' +cv ( I -2 " ' p ' " ' ' )  

where in is the maximum number o f the  stages allowed in the 
exponential backoff procedure (definition is clarified below). 

Let P,,,, be the probability that there is one successful 
transmission among other (n-I) stations in the considered slot 
time given that the current station does not transmit. Then. 

f,,,, =C;'-'(I- p~)r( I - ( l -p")r)" '~~'  
( 3 )  

Then pc - P,,, is the probabilip that there are collisions 
among other (11-1) stations (or neigh!,ors). 

Thus. the backoff timer has the probability of I- pc  to 
decrement by I after an empty slot time 0, the probability o f  
f,,,, to stay at the original state after T,,,,, and the probability o f  
pc - P,,,, to stay at the original state after c,,~. So the decrement 
process of backoff timer is a Markov process. The signal 
transfer function o f  its generalized state transition diagram is 

= (,1 - [)((I - [i"""'-'' + p . - I )  

H,,(Z)=(I-p,)Z"l[I-p,,,,Z'~," - ( p ,  -p,," )Z ' , ,d] .  (4) 
From above formula, we observe that H<;(Z) is a function of 

pc ,  the number of stations n and the dunnny vasiable 2. 

C. Generalized Stute Transition Diagram 
Now, it is possible to draw the generalized state transition 

diagram for the packet transmission process as shown in Fig. I. 
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In Fig.1. [s(t). b(t): i s  the state o f  the hi-dimensional 
discime-time Markov chain. where b(t) is the stochastic process 
representing the backoff tinier count for a given station, and s(t) 
is t l ie stochastic process representing the backoff stage with 
values (0. ..._ a) for Let m be the 
~'inaxiiiium backoff stage" at which the contention window size 
takes the i i~axi inuin value. i.e. CWinax = 2'"CWmin. At 
difi'erent "backoff stage" i E (0. a). the contention window 
size W, = 2'CWinin if 0 5 i 5 m. and W;= CWinax if in 5 i 5 U. 

As W K  defined before. the randoin variable T, is the 
duration of time taken for a state transition from the start state 
(heginning to he served) to the end state (being transmitted 
successfiilly or discarded after maximum U times 
iretraiismission failures). Thus. its PFobability Generating 
Function (I'GF). denoted as BIZ) that i s  the function of p.. n 
and Z. is simply the signal transfer function eon1 the stan state 
tu the end state given by: 

the station at time t. 

{ -' /f,( J ( z 1 /( 2' I F  1, (0 5 i 5 IN)  
kl!I:(z~ = 

l./ly,, 1 z )' (m < i 5 a) 

11, z ) = n;,=,, /./ir((z).(o s i s a )  

/I(%) = (I  - / I ,  )Z'.," C" , = I #  l p ,  z'- y 1.1, ( % ) + ( p ,  %'," , " " / f , (Z )  

. (5) 

Since B/Zi can be expanded,iti power series. i.e, 

B(z)=c,:"P(7: = i ) Z ' ,  (6 )  
we can obtain the arbitrary d'' iiioiiient of Ti by differentiation 
(hence the inean value and the variance). Herc the unit o f  r, is 
slot. 

D. Prohuhilili. Dbwihurim iLfi)&/;~ig 
Fig. 2 shows the M A C  layer service time corresponding to 

tlie various combinations of T,,,,. r,,, and a. From the 
probability generation fiinction (PGF) of the M A C  layer 
sewice time. we can easily obtain the discrete probability 
distribution. Fig. 2 shows the probability distribution of the 
MAC service time at each discrete value. This example uses 
KTSiCTS mechanisms. Packet length is l000bytes and data 
transmission rate i s  2 Mbps. We can see that there may be one 
or more successful tiansmissions during the decrement 
pi-ocesses o f  the backoff timer and T,,,, i s  much larger than T,,, 
and o in the RTSKTS mechanism. 

We also notice that its envelope is similar to an exponential 
distribution. If n'e can use some continuous distribution to 
approximate tlhe discrete one. if wi l l  give great convenience to 
analyze the queueing characteristics. F i g 2  shows the 
approximate probebility density distribution (PDF) of Tv and 
several continuous PDF includiiig Gamma distribution, log- 
inoriiial distribution. exponential distribution and Erlang-2 
distribution. We can see log-normal distribution is a good 
approximation not only at the high collision probability case 
h i t  also at the low collision probability case, and it also has a 
vet). close tai l  distribution with that o f  T,. In addition, the 
exponential distribution seeins to be a reasonably good 
approximation except at very low collision probability. Here, 
the PDF of T, is obtained by assuming that the probability 

density is uniform in a small interval and i s  represented by a 
histogram while other continuous PDF is determined by the 
value of mean and/or variance of Ty. 

..... ........ I 

Figire I .  Ccneralizrd slate transition diagmrrr For tmnsmirsian process 
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F i p r e  2. I'mhability Distribution OFMAC Layer Srrvicc Tiwe 

E. Simularion Resulrs 
In our simulation study, we use ns-2. The wireless channel 

capacity is set to ZMbps. Packet length i s  1000 bytes. and the 
maximum queue length i s  50. We use different number of 
mobile stations in a rectangular grid with dimension 2OOm x 
200m to simulate the Wireless LAN. 

The mobile stations are randomly moving arid have the 
same rate o f  packet input. Our simulation indicates the 
distribution of M A C  layer service time i s  independent o f  the 
packet input distribution whether it is deterministic or Poisson 
distributed. It mainly depends on the total traffic in the 
network before saturation and on the number o f  mobile stations 
after saturation. 

Fig.3 shows the simulation results of the M A C  layer service 
time in the network with 17 mobile stations and total trafic of 
0.8 and 1.6 Mbps respectively. It displays the same 
characteristics with that obtained from the theoretical result. 
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IV.  Q~JI:UI:IN(; MOIXI.INC: ANIIANALYSIS 

.A P~ohletn,li,rfnuliilioii: 
Many applications are sensitive to end-to-end delay and 

queue characteristics such as average queue length, waiting 
time. queue blocking probability, service time, and goodput. 
Thus. i t  i s  necessary to investigate the queueing modeling and 
analysis. 

A queue model can be characterized by the service time 
distribution and the arrival process in addition to the service 
discipline. We have characterized the service time distribution 
in the previous section. In this paper. we assume that the packet 
ari-ivals at each mobile station follow the Poisson process or a 
deterministic distribution with average arrival rate A. The 
packer transmission process at each station can be modeled as a 
general single "server". The buffer size at each station is K. 
Thus the queueing model for each station can be modeled as an 
MIGi I IK when Poisson arrivals of packets are assumed. 

8. 
Let p,, represent the steady-state probability o f  n packets in 

the queueing system. and let z,, represent the probability of n 
packets in the queueing system upon a departure at the steady 
state, and let P=/p,,: represent the queue transition probability 
matrix: 

The sleuu'i:-,stule pmhuhiliiy of the Iw/G/I/K queue 

P,, = Pr{Xn*., =j 1 X,, = i ) ,  (7) 
where A',! is the number of packets seen upon the nth departure. 

To obtainp,,. we define 

k n  =Pi-{n arrivals during service time S=t) 

,-n n !  
where i' is the average arrival rate. We can easily obtain 

. .  
Accovding to the balance equation: 

l I P = n ,  ( 1  1)  
where n =[q, ), we can compute the II. For the finite system 
size K with Poisson input [12], we have 

- 
wlierep is the traffic intensity p = A'q. . 

C. Conditionul Collision Prohcibiliry p< 
From (12), we know that pO is a function ofp,, 1: 17 So we 

can computep, under different values ofj. 'and n with the help 
o f  (I) and (2) using some recursive algorithm. Thus we can 
obtain the distribution of M A C  service time at different offered 
load verified by simulation results in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3. Simulation Kesuils of MAC Layer Scrvice Time 

D. 
The average queue length, blocking probability, and 

average waiting time including M A C  service time are given by 

Pejformonce Melrics of the Queueing Sv.stem 

E, Throughput 

Scan be computed easily by 
If we know the blocking probability pH, then the throughput 

where p/ ' i s  the packet discard probability due to 
transmission failure. 

F. Results 
Fig.4 shows the results for the major performance metrics. 

A l l  o f  them have a dramatic change around the traffic load o f  
1.1-1.5 Mbitsisec. This is because that the collisions increase 
significantly around this traffic load, resulting in much longer 
M A C  service time for each packet. Simulation results are 
shown in Fig.5. We use the same network topology as in 
section 111, and the packet arrivals are Poisson. 

From the results, we observe that a l l  the metrics are 
dependent on the collision probability p.. Fig.4 shows that p' 
imainly depends on the total traffic in the non-saturated scenario. 
On the other hand, pc is affected by the total number o f  packets 
attempting to transmit by all neighboring stations. In  non- 
saturated case, when all arriving traffic is immediately served 
by the M A C  layer, the queue length may reach zero and the 
corresponding station w i l l  not compete for the medium. 
However, in the saturated scenario, i.e. the stations always have 
packets to transmit, the total number o f  packets attempting to 
transmit equals to the total number o f  neighboring stations, 
hence pc is mainly dependent on the total number of 
neighboring stations. 

'' 

The M A C  layer service time shows similar change at 
different offered load, because it is dependent on the p? A l l  
other performance metrics are dependent on the distribution of 
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the MAC layer service time. so they show the similar change in 
the liyui-es. Average queue lengh is almost zero at the non- 
saturated status and reaches alniost maximum length at the 
saturated status. Average waiting tiine for each packet in the 
queue alniost equals zero at non-saturated status and reaches 
se\wal seconds at the saturated status. Queue blocking 
prohahilit). is zero at the lion-saturated status when traffic load 
is low. and linearly increases with the offered load at the 
saturated status. Throughput linearly increases with the offered 
load at the non-sdturated status and inaintains a constant value 
with different total number of transmitting stations at the 
saturated SI~I IUS.  The packet discarding probability at MAC 
l a y  is i i iuc l i  smaller than the queue blocking probability. 

in suiiimary, all these results indicate that IEEE 802.1 I 
MAC works well at the non-saturated status at low traffic load 
wliilc its performance dramatically degrades at the saturated 
status. especially for the delay metric. Besides, at the non- 
saturated stattis. the performance is dependent on the total 
traffic and indiffei-eiit to the number of transmitting stations. 
AI the saturated status. the numbel- of transmitting stations is 
inwh more important to the whole performance. The similar 
plienoinenil liave been observed for the distribution of MAC 
service tiiiie as in section 111. 

g o d  ".ti 

. , . ~ . . . . I  "~ 0 5  
n=33 

Y ".9 ' . 

6 0 2  

$ 0 3  n=5 - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~  
a 

V. CoNci.usiow 

In this paper, we have derived the probability distribution of 
the MAC layer service time. To obtain this distribution, we 
expand the Markov chain model to the more general case for 
l l ie  exponential bachoff procedure in IEEE 802.1 I MAC 
protocols. Accurate discrete probability distribution and 
approximate continuous probability distributions are obtained 
i n  this paper. Based upon the distribution of the MAC service 
time. we collie up with a queueing iiiodel and evaluate the 

performance of the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC protocol in Wireless 
LANs in terms of throughput. delay, and other queue 
characteristics. Our results show that at the non-saturated 
status, the performance is dependent on the total traffic and 
indifferent to the number of transmitting stations. And at 
saturated status, the number of transmitting stations affects the 
performance more significantly. 
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